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Introduction 

 
Annually 1,2 million person perish and about 50 million traumatize in traffic accidents in the world by 
Worldwide Health Organization estimations. 2-3 m of a brake distance falls short to prevent 70 % of 
traffic accidents on the average. Forecasts show that value of traffic accidents sacrifices will increase 
approximately by 65 % for the next 20 years if this problem will not be solved. The general costs are 
assessed at 518 billion US dollars per year from traffic accidents and traumatism in the world [1]. In 
Russian Federation for 2007 an accident rate statistics shows that to 70 % of traffic accidents is made at 
driver's application in emergency braking mode and to 60 % is accompanied by loss of stability and con-
trollability [2]. 
 
Therefore, safe vehicles creation is one of the major problems facing the auto makers. Effective braking 
maintenance is one of determining factors of vehicle safety. And it's a subject of in-depth scientific in-
vestigations throughout many years. Thus, this problem should be considered in close interrelation with 
other vehicle characteristics, such as stability and ergonomics. 
 
Investigations to enhance the efficiency of different brake system components and efficiency of the 
whole brake system are crucial for automotive manufacturers. The special emphasis is placed in this 
area to the brake mechanisms. The most important brake system components are wheel brake mecha-
nisms while namely they transform a control effort from a brake drive into a brake torque which is 
applied to a wheel. Brake mechanisms are one of the most complicated vehicle units in respect to a 
mathematical description of the processes which are take place in them during a braking [3, стр. 139]. 
Disc and drum brakes are widespread on modern vehicles. 
 
Based on detailed review of scientific works connected with the perspective disc brake designs [4-7], 
it can be concluded that one of the best variants to improve disc brakes efficiency is connected with 
self-boosting principles. Almost all known disc brake designs with self-boosting use so-called “Wedge 
principle” to obtain this effect [8]. In general, it means that there is a wedge element between the pad 
and frame which clamps the pad with friction lining to the brake disc. However, unstable behavior 
probability of such a brake is high enough in working conditions [7]. To prevent this negative effect, it 
is necessary to secure a wedge pinpoint positioning. That increases requirements to accuracy of brake 
elements production and demands development of control algorithms with a high-rapid rate. As a re-
sult the brake cost essentially increases. 
 
Thus, the design of disc brake with self-boosting was developed which demands minimal changes in 
comparison with a serial disc brake. Author has patents of Republic of Belarus on this disc brake de-
sign [9-10].  
 

Design of disc brake with self-boosting 
Proposed design of disc brake with self-boosting which contains support 1, brake disc 2, brake pads 3 
with friction linings 4 and caliper 5 is different in that it has additional elements - intensifying plugs 5 
which are connected with brake pads 3 and supported on the support 1 (figure 1). Injection of intensi-
fying plugs allows automatically increase a brake torque value during a braking. 
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Figure 1: Scheme of disc brake with self-boosting: 
а – arrangement of disc brake with self-boosting;  

b – scheme of load applying in disc brake with self-boosting: 
1 – support; 2 – brake disc; 3 – brake pads; 4 – friction linings; 5 – intensifying plugs;  

Faux – axial force; Fdrive – brake drive effort; Fadd – additional force because of self-boosting effect; т
pF  – 

friction force of one pad; т
F  – total friction force; L1, L2 – intensifying plugs sizes 

 
Work of the brake based that there is a friction force in the contact zone between brake disc 2 and fric-
tion linings 4 of brake pads 3 which aspires to move pads in the direction of a brake disc rotation, figure 
1. Then this effort is in addition applied to brake pads because of intensifying plugs 5, that automatically 
increases a driving effort value Fdrive. 
 
Let's consider a disc brake with self-boosting work which functional scheme is presented on figure 2, a. 
According to this scheme a disc brake is an control object which output parameter is a brake torque. 
Brake pads and intensifying plugs are included at negative feedback in disc brake with self-boosting, and 
the part of normal effort, acting from brake disc to pads, transforms with amplifying coefficient because 
of intensifying plugs to a forces which clamp brake pads to disc. Then these additional efforts are sum-
marized with clamping force from a brake drive. 
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Figure 2 – Functional and structural scheme of disc brake with self-boosting: 
р – pressure in a brake system during a braking; FN – reaction force from brake disc;  

Mbr – brake torque; K – conversion coefficient of positive feedback; Kd – conversion coefficient of nor-
mal force from brake pads FN into brake torque Мbr; Kdr – conversion coefficient of brake drive pressure 
into brake drive force; Kp – conversion coefficient of brake system pressure into normal clamping force; 
Ktr – conversion coefficient of brake torque acting on a brake pad into clamping force which clamps it to 

brake disc; Ks – amplifying coefficient of intensifying plugs; Fadd – additional effort because of self-
boosting effect 

 
The structural scheme of disc brake with self-boosting was developed on the base of its functional 
scheme. Converting properties of system elements are determined thru the ratio of output signal to input 
signal [11]. 
 
Thus, brake torque of disc brake with self-boosting is determined: 
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where μ – friction coefficient in the contact between brake pads and brake disc; 

rμ – friction radius. 
 
As we have mentioned, a disc brake with self-boosting is a system with positive feedback in accordance 
to a brake drive force. Consequently, the self-boosting value should be in order to exclude jamming the 
brake and blocking a wheel. Wheel blocking may take place when a brake torque, created by a wheel 
brake, exceeds a friction torque in the contact between wheel and road surface: 
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where Мφ – adhesion torque of wheels. 
 
In that case  
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where φ – friction coefficient in the contact between road surface and tire; 

r0 – wheel rolling radius. 



Thus, the demanded value of amplifying coefficient is determined under condition of wheels blocking 
absence proceeding from values of entrance parameters for concrete vehicle. 
 

Experimental investigation of brake system efficiency 
 

Experimental investigation of air-operated brake system efficiency for truck tractor (analogue MAZ-
544008-060-030 produced at Minsk Automobile Plant) was carried out to check the efficiency of pro-
posed design of disc brake with self-boosting. 
 
Technical data of truck tractor MAZ-544008-060-030 are presented in table 1 [12]. 
 
The critical amplifying coefficient value of disc brake with self-boosting for choused truck tractor was cal-
culated. It was conclude that amplifying coefficient value should be less than 1,48. Accordingly, sizes of 
intensifying plugs, support, caliper and a whole disc brake can reach substantial values at constitutive value 
of amplifying coefficient. This in turn will have a negative influence on disc brake hysteresis and response 
time [13]. Furthermore, increasing of disc brake mass and sizes can negative influence on unsprung 
masses value and, consequently, on vehicle controllability and smoothness. 
 
Also a big disc brake sizes make a higher demands to general arrangement. Because it can lead to neces-
sity to change an axle beam design that essentially increases these units cost. 
 

Table 1: Technical data of truck tractor MAZ-544008-060-030 
 

Parameter Value 
Wheel arrangement 4х2 
Fully loaded vehicle mass, kg 18750 
Fully loaded mass on front axel, kg 7250 
Fully loaded mass on rear axel, kg 11500 
Laden vehicle mass, kg 8050 
Overall height, mm 4000 
Overall length, mm 6000 
Wheelbase, mm 3600 
Engine YMZ-7511 
Engine power, kw (p.h.) 294 (400) 
Maximal engine torque, Nm 1715 
Gearbox ZF 16S1650 
Number of gears 14 
Drive axle ratio 3,86 
Wheel size 315/80R22,5 
Ecological safety Евро-2 
Maximal speed, km/h 100 

 
From the analysis of front axle arrangement it was conclude that there is no significant increasing of 
masses and sizes of caliper and support of disc brake under the condition that amplifying coefficient of 
intensifying plugs doesn't exceeds 0,25. Thus, the design study for intensifying plugs, support and caliper 
was lead under the condition that the amplifying coefficient is equal 0,23. 
 
It was proposed to analyze the influence of self-boosting effect on brake system efficiency with help of 
brake system efficiency dependence against air pressure in brake chambers. A brake torque of disc brake 
with self-boosting is calculated in accordance to (1) and it can be represented like: 
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where К – amplifying coefficient of disc brake. 
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Ride tests were carried out on laden truck tractor without semitrailer. The reason is that it's necessary to 
exclude the influence of inertial force from semitrailer on a truck tractor during a braking for sufficient 
estimation of brake system efficiency in dependence of a brake drive pressure. 
 
Brake system efficiency of a truck trailer was estimated in accordance with Regulations №13 EEC UNO 
[14] during a braking from initial speed 60 km/h on a dry cleanly asphalt surface till full stop (tests of 
type 0). A pressure from brake drive was changed from 0,1 to 0,9 MPa to obtain a brake system effi-
ciency dependence against air pressure in brake chambers. 
 
Average value of vehicle limiting deceleration is calculated like [14, с. 87] 
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where v0 – initial vehicle speed during the braking, km/h; 

vb – vehicle speed at 0,8v0, km/h; 
ve – vehicle speed at 0,1v0, km/h; 
sb – distance which is passed between v0 and vb, m; 
se – distance which is passed between v0 и ve, m. 

 
To control and supply strongly defined air pressure value in brake chambers there were some modifica-
tions in brake system of truck tractor. The two-main valves were installed into brake pipes which deliver 
the air pressure to the wheel brakes of front and rear axle. From an air tank the pressure derives to two-
main valves through electromagnetic solenoids. Also manometers were attached to brake pressure con-
trol valve with the purpose to control the pressure value which is deliver to brake chambers of wheel 
brakes on front and rear axles. 
 
Next control equipment was used during carrying out of ride tests (figure 3): 
 
– A set of instruments to measure the parameters of vehicle movement "Peiseler" VTS-WB III; 
 
– Manometers to measure air pressure in a brake circuits with precision of measurements ±0,5 %. 
 
Measurements precision of vehicle speed and braking distance is ±0,5 %. 
 
Thus, an average quadratic deviation is less than 0,9 % during ride tests with help of such control equip-
ment. 
 
Table 2 contains values of vehicle brake distance and deceleration which was calculated with help of (6) 
during the braking (tests of type 0) and different air pressure values in braking circuits of front and rear 
wheel brakes. 
 
According to Regulations №13 EEC UNO the braking distance of test vehicle (N3 category) should be 
less than 36,7 m and average value of vehicle limiting deceleration – less than 5 m/s2. 
 
After experimental data handling (table 2) it was estimated that average value of vehicle braking distance 
at tests of type 0 is 27,1 m and limiting deceleration – 5,48 m/s2. The difference between air pressure in 
braking circuits of front and rear wheel brakes is explained that there is a brake force regulator in vehicle 
brake system. 
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Figure 3: Measuring instruments: 
а – "fifth" wheel "Peiseler"; b – electronic speedometer and detector "Peiseler"; 

c – block of electromagnetic solenoids; d – manometers 
 



Consequently, it was concluded that brake system efficiency of test vehicle satisfy to requirements of 
Regulations №13 EEC UNO. 
 

Table 2 – Parameters of brake system efficiency of MAZ-544008-060-030 
 

Air pressure at braking 
circuit of front wheel 

brakes, MPa 

Air pressure at braking cir-
cuit of rear wheel brakes, 

MPa 
Deceleration, m/s2 Braking distance, m 

0,1 0,06 0,88 95 

0,1 0,06 0,81 98,3 

0,2 0,1 2,02 74,9 

0,2 0,1 2,02 75,7 

0,28 0,145 2,99 63,8 

0,3 0,145 3,05 60,7 

0,4 0,18 3,84 49,1 

0,4 0,175 3,8 49,5 

0,5 0,23 4,61 38,4 

0,5 0,22 4,61 38,3 

0,6 0,27 4,89 30,3 

0,6 0,25 4,94 30,1 

0,635 0,28 4,97 30,7 

0,64 0,28 5,09 28,5 

0,7 0,3 5,38 27,0 

0,7 0,31 5,39 26,9 

0,75 0,28 5,49 26,1 

0,75 0,28 5,48 26,0 

0,8 0,34 5,55 25,9 

0,8 0,34 5,56 25,8 

0,85 0,36 5,54 26,5 

0,85 0,37 5,53 26,4 

0,9 0,38 5,5 27,8 

0,9 0,38 5,51 27,7 

 
According to experimental data the analytical dependences (figure 4) of vehicle braking distance and 
acceleration against air pressure at braking circuit of front wheel brakes with confidence interval of 98 % 
were obtained using least-squares method with help of STATISTICA software. Also the correlation co-
efficient was calculated foe these dependences (table 3). 
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Figure 4 :Dependences for parameters of brake system efficiency 
against air pressure at braking circuit of front wheel brakes: 

а – deceleration; b – braking distance 
 

Table 3 – Analytical dependences and correlation coefficients 

Parameter of brake system efficiency  Analytical dependence Correlation coefficient 

Braking distance, m 6,1173,2332,148 1
2
1  ppSbr 0,93 

Deceleration, m/s2 4,00,142,8 1
2
1  ppax  0,95 

 
It's possible to estimate a total force from a brake drive with knowledge of amplifying coefficient value 
and conversion coefficient of positive feedback (5). This effort can be translate to the air pressure value 
at braking circuit of front wheel brakes. After that with help of analytical dependences (table 3) it was 
forecasted enhancement of brake system efficiency under the condition that it equipped with disc brakes 
with self-boosting. Table 4 contains deceleration and braking distance values which was obtained during 
ride tests like type 0 [17]. It was taken into account that maximal air pressure in brake chambers of serial 
brake system during emergency braking is 0,7 MPa according to data from Design manager department 
of Minsk Automobile Plant. 



 

Table 4: Parameters of brake system efficiency MAZ-544008-030-020 

Parameter of brake sys-
tem efficiency 

Serial disc brake 
Disc brake with self-

boosting 
Enhancement, % 

Braking distance, m 27,0 25,8 4,4 
Deceleration, m/s2 5,39 5,52 2,4 

 
Consequently, it has been found experimentally that the efficiency of brake system with disc brakes with 
self-boosting is enhanced sufficiently: deceleration value is increased on 2,4 % and braking distance is 
decreased on 4,1 % or 1,1 m. 
 

Conclusion 
 

As a result of carrying out investigations and ride tests the possibility to create disc brakes design with 
minimal hysteresis and high-rapid rate, accordingly, was theoretically founded and experimentally con-
firmed. It's reached by entering the positive feedback in disc brake design which is supplied a self-
boosting effect. 
 
Analytical dependences of vehicle braking distance and acceleration against air pressure at braking cir-
cuit were obtained. 
 
Efficiency of brake system with disc brakes with self-boosting is enhanced: deceleration value is in-
creased on 2,4 % and braking distance is decreased on 4,1 % or 1,1 m.  
 
Enhancement of brake system efficiency with disc brakes with self-boosting can be vastly more, while 
the hysteresis losses value of such disc brake design is significant lower [13]. Consequently, a phase of 
retention interval in ABS control algorithm can be reduced proportionally to hysteresis reducing. As a 
result, response time of disc brake with self-boosting is decreased. 
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